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Abstract
Reliable measures of speaker positions are needed for com-

putational perception of human activities taking place in a smart-
room environment. In this work, it is described the development
process and the experiments conducted in the design and imple-
mentation of an Audio Person Tracking system for smart-room
environments. The proposed system is based on the SRP-PHAT
algorithm, as it is known to perform robustly in most environmen-
tal conditions. Novelties proposed are aimed to enhance the accu-
racy of the system independently on the application scenario and
to reduce the computational complexity.
Index Terms: sound localization, source tracking, microphone ar-
rays.

1. Introduction
Speaker localization is a basic functionality for computational per-
ception of human activities in a smart-room environment. Ad-
ditionally, a reliable measure of the talker position is needed for
technologies that are often deployed in that environment and use
different modalities, like microphone array beamforming or steer-
ing of pan-tilt-zoom cameras towards the active speaker.

Conventional acoustic person localization and tracking sys-
tems can be generally split into three basic stages. In the first
stage, estimations of such information as Time Difference of Ar-
rival [1, 2] or Direction of Arrival [3] is usually obtained from the
combination of the different microphones available. In general, in
the second stage the set of relative delays or directions of arrival
estimations are used to derive the source position that is in the best
accordance with them and with the given geometry [4, 5]. In the
third optional stage, a tracking of the possible movements of the
sources according to a motion model can be employed [6].

The degree of reliable information provided by speaker local-
ization systems on the basis of the audio signals collected in a
smart-room environment with a distributed microphone network,
depends on a number of factors such as environmental noise, room
reverberation, talker movement and head orientation. These fac-
tors, among others, demand an effort on the development of new
robust issues capable of dealing with independence on the envi-
ronmental conditions.

In our previous work [7], we have compared two representa-
tive systems to investigate their performances in smart-room en-
vironments and, particularly, to study the effect of talkers head
orientation. The conclusion of that work is that techniques that
join the estimated cross-correlations in a collaborative way, such
as SRP-PHAT [8], are in general a convenient choice for develop-
ing a robust system almost independently on noise, reverberation
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lker head orientation conditions, specially if the microphone
ork is distributed appropriately in the room.

The objective of the present work, developed in the framework
e acoustic processing research that is being carried out in the
funded CHIL project [9], is to show the development process
the novelties introduced in the design of a robust Audio Per-
Tracking system. Based on the SRP-PHAT algorithm, we first
ose an adaptive smoothing factor for cross-power spectrum es-
tion derived from the estimated velocities of sources. Further-
e, motivated by the need for reducing the computational com-
ity and by experimental observations of the frequency proper-
of the cross-correlation, a two-pass search procedure that en-
es the accuracy results and reduces the computational cost is
osed. Additionally, other development aspects are discussed.

To assure the usefulness of the proposed techniques, a repre-
ative and comparable extract of the data collected by the CHIL
ortium, including interactive and non-interactive seminars, is
for evaluation purposes. Results show the convenience of the
osed Audio Person Tracking system and, particularly, of the
novelties introduced in this work.

2. Audio Person Tracking System
y different approaches exist to tackle acoustic source localiza-
in a smart room environment. Most remarkable differences
een them are related with the way in which two basic prob-

s are faced: a) how to infer information from the position of
ources on the basis of the microphone captures and b) how to

these information to obtain a reliable 3D position in the room
e.

On the one hand, Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA) between
ir of microphones or the Direction of Arrival (DOA) to a mi-
hone array, can be obtained on the basis of cross-correlation
niques [1], High Resolution Spectral Estimation techniques
or source-to-microphone impulse response estimation based
niques [2], among others. On the other hand, the availabil-
f multiple TDOA/DOA estimations lead to a minimization

n over-determined and non linear error function to obtain a
ue estimation of the position that can be faced in many differ-
ays, for instance, by means of iterative search algorithms [4],

ed-form estimators that approximate to a sub-optimal solution
r space exploration based techniques, also known as Steered

ponse Power (SRP) techniques.

The SRP-PHAT [8] algorithm tackles and integrates these two
c problems of localization in a robust and smart way. In gen-
the goal of localization techniques based on SRP is to maxi-

e the power of the received sound source signal using a delay-
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and-sum or a filter-and-sum beamformer. In the simplest case, the
output of the delay-and-sum beamformer is the sum of the signals
of each microphone with the adequate steering delays for the po-
sition that is explored. Thus, a simple localization strategy is to
search for the energy peak through all the possible positions in 3D
space. Concretely, SRP-PHAT algorithm searches for the maxi-
mum of the contribution of the cross-correlations between all the
microphone pairs across the space. The main strength of this tech-
nique consists on the combination of the simplicity of the steered
beamformer approach with the robustness offered by the gener-
alized cross-correlation with PHAT weighting (GCC-PHAT) also
known in the literature as crosspower-spectrum phase [1].

The proposed system in this work for Audio Person Tracking
is based on the SRP-PHAT algorithm with some additional robust
modifications that are described next. The system design is funda-
mentally aimed to develop a robust system with independency on
the acoustic and room conditions, such as the number of sources,
their maneuvering modes or the number of microphones. Addi-
tionally, computational cost is reduced.

2.1. The SRP-PHAT baseline algorithm

As already mentioned above, the SRP-PHAT algorithm searches
for the maximum of the contribution of the cross-correlations be-
tween all the microphone pairs across the space. The process can
be summarized into four basic steps:

• Step 1 The exploration space is firstly split into small re-
gions (typically of 5-10 cm). Then, theoretical delays from
each possible exploration region to each microphone pair is
pre-computed and stored.

• Step 2 Cross-correlations of each microphone pair are esti-
mated for each analysis frame. Concretely, the Generalized
Cross Correlation with PHAT weighting is considered. It
can be expressed in terms of the inverse Fourier transform

of the estimated cross-power spectral density ( bGx1x2(f))
as follows,

bRx1x2(τ) =

Z ∞

−∞

bGx1x2(f)

| bGx1x2(f)|
ej2πfτdf (1)

• Step 3 The contribution of the cross-correlations is accu-
mulated for each exploration region using the delays pre-
computed in Step 1. In this way, it is obtained a kind of
Sound Map as the one shown in Figure 1.

• Step 4 Finally, the position with the maximum score is se-
lected as the estimated position.

Figure 1: On the left, zenithal camera snapshot. On the right,
example of the Sound Map obtained with the SRP-PHAT process.
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The proposed Audio Person Tracking system

the basis of the conventional SRP-PHAT a robust system for
io Person Tracking is developed. Main novelties and some
cts related to other implementation details are introduced next.

1. Adaptive Smoothing Factor for the Cross-Power Spectrum
S) Estimations

othing over time of the GCC-PHAT estimations is a simple
efficient way of adding robustness to the source localization
em. This smoothing process can be done in the time domain
C-PHAT) or in the frequency domain (CPS). Considering the

othed cross-power spectrum bGx1x2(k, f) in time instant k and
nstantaneous estimation Gx1x2(k, f) our system performs the
othing in the frequency domain as follows,

x1x2(k, f) = β bGx1x2(k − 1, f) + (1 − β)Gx1x2(k, f) (2)

From experimental observation it can be seen that the right
ction of this β factor is crucial in the system design. A high
othing value can greatly enhance the results obtained in an
ost static scenario, while it can be dramatically inconvenient in
enario with various moving speakers.

Hence, an adaptive smoothing factor has been designed. This
tive factor is obtained based on the velocity estimation pro-
d by a Kalman filter as it is depicted in Figure 2.
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re 2: Value of the Adaptive Smoothing Factor depending on
stimated velocity.

2. Frequency Masking discussion

0], weighting each frequency bin of the GCC-PHAT accord-
to average speech spectrum is proposed. For this purpose,
ed template mask is estimated in several mel-scaled critical
s from a development database. It is obvious that as a conse-
ce of this processing lower frequencies will be more empha-

d than higher ones.

However, attending to radiation and room acoustics consider-
ns the importance of each frequency band can be interpreted
n alternative way. It is known that talker’s radiation pattern
ore directive for high frequencies. Furthermore, most of the
truction materials of typical rooms show higher absorption
ound for higher frequencies. Hence, if we can consider a
ce localization system relatively independent on orientation
SRP-PHAT), enhancing high frequencies (that are assumed



to be less reverberated) will improve the GCC estimation and the
performance of the overall system.

Obviously, this last idea is in strong contradiction to the pre-
vious one and suggests a dilemma. It becomes necessary to in-
vestigate the role of each frequency bin in the estimation of the
cross-correlations. From experimental observations we were not
able to draw a strong conclusion about this point, however, we
could generally observe that most of the information for a rough
localization seems to be concentrated in the low-frequency bins of
the GCC-PHAT, while high frequency bins seem to be useful in
order to obtain a finest estimation given a first coarse estimation.

2.2.3. Two-pass SRP Search

A typical problem of the SRP based techniques is the excess of
computational load due to the exploration process, specially if a
reduced space resolution is desired.

In this way, a two step search procedure is proposed with a
double intentionality. Firstly, it is intended to reduce the compu-
tational complexity of the exploration. Secondly, and most impor-
tantly, it is aimed to enhance the accuracy of the system incorpo-
rating ideas derived from the discussion about frequency masking
above. The proposed two-pass SRP search consists on the follow-
ing two steps:

Coarse Search This search procedure is performed only in the x-y
axis (z is assumed to be 1.5 m), with a searching cell dimen-
sion of 20 cm and only using the low frequency information
of the cross-correlations (f < 9kHz). A first coarse esti-
mation is obtained from this search, say (x1, y1, 150) cm.

Fine Search A new limited search area around the obtained
coarse estimation is defined (x1 − 25 : x1 + 25, y1 − 25 :
y1 + 25, 110 : 190) cm. In this new fine search, dimension
of the cell search is fixed to 4 cm for the x-y axis and to 8
cm for the z-axis. In the fine search all the frequency infor-
mation of the cross-correlations is used and a more accurate
estimation is obtained.

2.2.4. Other considerations of the proposed system

The SRP-PHAT algorithm selects the position with the maxi-
mum value obtained from the accumulated contributions of all
the correlations (Step 4). This value is assumed to be well-
correlated with the likelihood of the estimation given. Hence, this
value is compared to a fixed threshold (depending on the num-
ber of microphone-pairs used) to reject/accept the estimation. The
threshold has been experimentally fixed to 0.5 for each 6 micro-
phone pairs.

Finally, it is worth noting that although a Kalman filter is used
for the estimation of the adaptive CPS smoothing factor, it is not
considered for tracking purposes. The reason is that the Kalman
filter design and the data association strategies adopted showed
a different impact depending on the scenario. In other words, it
showed to be too much dependent on the number and the velocities
of sources to perform correctly.

3. Evaluation
Person Tracking evaluation is run on an extract of the data col-
lected by the CHIL consortium for the CLEAR 06 evaluation [11].
These data are audiovisual recordings of seminars given at each
partner site.
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Two types of seminars were recorded: Non-interactive semi-
, where mostly one presenter is speaking in front of a larger
ence, and highly interactive seminars, where a smaller group
ttendees listen to a presentation, ask questions, maybe take
s, etc.

Experimental Set-Up

1. Data description

intention of the experiments is to evaluate the proposed sys-
in two different environments. For this purpose, only data

ected by IBM (interactive) and University of Karlsruhe, UKA
-interactive) is considered. Each room is equipped with 4 T-
ed 4-channel microphone clusters appropriately distributed.
eneral, only microphone pairs of the same T-cluster array are
by the algorithms.

2. Evaluation metrics

rics and scoring of the systems has been done following the
mon agreement of the CHIL consortium for audio person
ing evaluation. The evaluation is run comparing the systems

D references at a rate of 1 label per second. Only time peri-
with one active speaker are considered. Two basic metrics are
ned:

ltiple Object Tracking Precision (MOTP) [mm] This is the
precision of the tracker when it comes to determining the
exact position of a tracked person in the room. It is the
total Euclidian distance error for matched ground truth–
hypothesis pairs (i.e. Euclidean distance less than 500 mm)
over all frames, averaged by the total number of matches
made.

oustic Multiple Object Tracking Accuracy (A-MOTA) [%] This
is the accuracy of the tracker evaluated only for the active
speaker at each time instant. It is calculated as one minus
the ratio of the sum of errors over all frames and the total
number of frames; the errors can be misses (i.e. Euclidian
distance higher than 500mm) or false positives.

3. Evaluated systems

r systems are evaluated to show independently the usefulness
e new proposals: a baseline SRP-PHAT system (Baseline), the
e system with adaptive smoothing factor for the CPS estima-
s (Adaptive), a SRP-PHAT system with the two-pass proposed
ch algorithm (Two-pass) and the complete proposed system
uding adaptive smoothing factor and two-pass algorithm (Pro-
d).
Due to excess of computational load, the double search pro-
ing is applied also in the case of the Baseline and Adaptive
ems, however the coarse step search is done on the basis of
cross-correlation without frequency masking, that is, all the
uency band is considered.
The non-daptive β factor of the Baseline and the Two-pass
ems is fixed to 0.7.

Experimental results

e 1 shows comparative results of the four studied systems in
ractive environments. Comparing Baseline with Two-pass and
ptive with Proposed results, a clear improvement thanks to the
pass search algorithm in both precision and accuracy scores



can be confirmed. The adaptive smoothing factor technique (Base-
line vs. Adaptive and Two-pass vs. Proposed) does not show such
an important influence in the results, with a slight improvement in
MOTP and a slight decrease in A-MOTA score.

Table 1: Audio person tracking results of interactive (IBM) semi-
nars.

System MOTP Misses False Positives A-MOTA

Baseline 189,5mm 31,08% 21,90% 47,05%
Adaptive 185,8mm 31,48% 22,78% 45,78%
Two-pass 184,5mm 19,50% 11,10% 69,40%
Proposed 180,3mm 19,08% 12,13% 68,80%

Person tracking results in non-interactive environments are
presented in Table 2. Similar improvements are obtained with the
two-pass algorithm to those observed in the interactive environ-
ment, while in this case a generalized improvement is observed
also with the adaptive smoothing technique.

Table 2: Audio person tracking results of non-interactive (UKA)
seminars.

System MOTP Misses False Positives A-MOTA

Baseline 161,2mm 28,25% 20,95% 50,81%
Adaptive 155,0mm 26,79% 19,29% 53,93%
Two-pass 147,0mm 19,32% 12,64% 68,04%
Proposed 142,4mm 17,98% 11,04% 70,97%

Attending to results in both scenarios, the proposed adaptive
smoothing factor technique compared to the application of a fixed
value shows equivalent results in the interactive scenario, while a
slight improvement in the non-interactive scenario is observed. In-
deed, this difference justifies the need for the adaptive technique.
For instance, we could likely find (experimentally) a fixed smooth-
ing value to improve the interactive results in exchange of probably
degrading the performance in other scenarios. However, with the
adaptive factor, we can develop a system working reasonably well
independently on the number of speakers and their dynamics. In
other words, the objective is not to improve the best possible re-
sults, the objective is to obtain good results in most environments.
Anyway, the adaptive smoothing factor for the CPS estimations
in the SRP-PHAT algorithm must be further investigated, for ex-
ample, the relation between the velocity and the assigned value
(see Figure 2) or the possible impact of less accurate Kalman es-
timations due to data association rules applied to assign estimated
positions to tracks in multiple-speaker environments.

The proposed two-pass SRP algorithm based on frequency
masking shows a great performance compared to the use of the
complete frequency band of the cross-correlations. It is clearly
convenient for tracking applications independently on the environ-
ment. Furthermore, it is a practical solution for reducing the com-
putational cost of the SRP search procedure.
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4. Conclusions
his paper we have presented a robust Audio Person Track-
system for smart-room environments based on the well-known
-PHAT algorithm. Two simple and efficient novelties have

described and evaluated in interactive and non-interactive
inars collected by the CHIL consortium. Firstly, using an
tive smoothing factor for the cross-power spectral estimations

shown to be convenient independently on the dynamics of the
kers. Secondly, the Two-Pass Search algorithm based on fre-
cy masking, significantly improves the precision and accu-
of the tracker, besides reducing the computational cost of the

ch procedure.
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